
Braving the Wilderness 
Chapter Three  

 
Conversation Starters: 

1. Describe a time when you stepped out on your own. What did it feel like? 
2. How does tribalism and creating “in” groups and “out” groups (e.g. race, religion, sport 

team fans, people with a hobby, etc.) help and hurt society? 
 
Key Points 

1. Recap from last week. We started with this definition of belonging. Belonging is the 
innate human desire to be a part of something larger than us. Because this yearning is so 
primal, we often try to acquire it by fitting in and by seeking approval, which are not only 
hollow substitutes for belonging, but often barriers to it. Because true belonging only 
happens when we present our authentic, imperfect selves to the world, our sense of 
belonging can never be greater than our level of self-acceptance.  

• The chapter ended with this definition: True Belonging is the spiritual practice of 
believing in and belonging to yourself so deeply that you can share your most authentic 
self with the world and find sacredness in both being a part of something and standing 
alone in the wilderness. True belonging doesn’t require you to change who you are; it 
requires you to be who you are. (40) 

• We see this modeled by Jesus in the Wilderness, Jesus at his transfiguration, Peter’s 
response at the transfiguration (trying to fit in), and Jesus eating with tax collectors, 
healing, etc.  

• Keep in mind that the wilderness is not necessarily a BAD place to be, it can be a place 
of healing, a time where we pause for reflection. This is all necessary to move closer to 
God. Lent is a gift to God’s church. Think about how you feel walking along the beach, in 
the mountains, or just being outdoors. A time for fresh air and fresh thoughts. 

• Brown closed out Chapter 2 reflecting on trust, an essential element needed to create a 
path which will lead us to true belonging. Last week’s lesson contained her definition of 
trust and BRAVING – p. 37 – 39 

2. Which leads us to this week’s discussion about loneliness and a common spiritual crisis. 
As people of faith we believe that we are connected to each other by a power greater 
than all of us, and that our connection to the power and to one another is grounded in 
love and compassion….so why doesn’t the world look different? 

Brown offers the following as a definition of Spirituality: 
• Spirituality is recognizing and celebrating that we are all inextricably connected to each 

other by a power greater than all of us, and that our connection to that power and to 
one another is grounded in love and compassion. 

• Do recognize and celebrate that we are ALL inextricably connected? What does that 
mean to you? How is it grounded in love and compassion? Or are we more involved in 
sorting people into their favorite team, their political alliance, where they live, and how 
they believe? How is this helpful or hurtful? 



• Brown commented, “Wouldn’t you think that all of this sorting by politics or beliefs 
would lead to more social interactions? It seems as sorting rises so does loneliness. In 
1980 20% of Americans reported feeling lonely. Today it is near 40%. So, what does it 
mean to be lonely? 

o Loneliness is perceived social isolation. 
o A feeling of disconnection 
o Being pushed out of a group that we value 
o A lack of meaningful social interaction, intimate relationships, friendships, family 

gatherings, or community or work connections. 
• This is different than being alone, which is using solitude as a powerful and healing tool. 

o To grow to adulthood as a social species, including humans, is not to become 
autonomous and solitary, it’s to become the one on whom others can depend. 
As members of a social species, we don’t derive strength from our rugged 
individualism, but from our collective ability to plan, communicate, and work 
together. Our neural, hormonal, and genetic makeup support interdependence 
over independence. (Cacioppo p. 53-54) 

3. Loneliness is real and it is painful. According to WHO 800,000 people worldwide commit 
suicide every year. 125 commit suicide every day in the US. According to the CDC suicide 
is up 30% since 1999.  David Brooks wrote about  how to help those who are vulnerable 
in a recent NYTimes article.  

4. Fear keeps us from developing the deep connections that we need to make in order to 
live abundantly. Oddly, it doesn’t keep us safe, either. It drives us into our own corners, 
building barriers, holding one another at arm’s length. We can choose to be vulnerable 
and loving, seeking justice and accountability to our differences, or choose to blame and 
separate ourselves. If we can find a way to feel hurt rather than spread hurt, we can 
change. (59) 

 
Scripture Focus – Psalm 63:1 – 8 Take a moment to read the scripture and listen for what God is 
saying to you. What words capture you in this Psalm? Do any words challenge you? Give you 
comfort? Is the Psalmist feeling isolated from society?  
 
Closing Prayer – This past week, name in your heart something for which are your grateful and 
somewhere where you shared the gift of yourself to another. Next week we will begin the first 
of her paradoxes. People are hard to hate close up. Move in! It is time for some solutions! 
 
Closing Prayer 

As God’s own, clothe yourselves in compassion, kindness, and patience 
Forgiving each other as the Lord has forgiven you, 

And crown all things in love, 
Which binds everything together in perfect harmony. 

(based on Colossians 3:12 – 14) 
 


